
Obsolescence notification, compliance update
We replace your hard drive, your Guardian OLP software, and your obsolete Windows® 
Operating System with the very latest—and help you easily migrate your valuable data—
inexpensively, and without entering your facility.

Your Guardian OLP software was designed to function on the Windows® 

7 Operating System. Microsoft® corporation has officially ended its 

support for Windows 7, first introduced in 2009. We are offering an 

easy update path that includes not only a migration to Windows 10, 

but also delivers new capabilities and updates your system hardware to 

like-new condition—at a fraction of the cost of replacement.

Why Update?
Organizational compliance

With many organizations requiring all technology to run on supported 

operating systems, this update to Microsoft-supported Windows 10 

ensures your Guardian OLP is in compliance.

End of Microsoft support could impact your production

If a problem arises with the obsolete Windows 7 Operating System, 

you could suddenly face significant time without offline proofing and 

inspection as part of your workflow—as support for Windows 7 will no 

longer be available.

Bug fixes and minor enhancements

The latest software release is required to ensure continued use of 

your Guardian OLP Offline Proofing & Inspection system. As with 

all technology, periodic bug fixes and minor enhancements are an 

important component of extending the life and return on investment 

of advanced hardware/software systems.

We've made it simple

The update can be easily implemented without Baldwin Vision Systems 

technicians entering your facility. The process:

• A new SSD hard drive (no moving parts) that is pre-configured 

with Windows 10 and a newer version of Guardian OLP software is 

shipped to you.

• We will include instructions for backing up your current data.

• Your personnel (IT-level technician recommended) perform the 

hard drive swap.

• Baldwin Vision Systems engineers remote in to configure your new 

Guardian OLP Windows 10-base system, using your saved data.

• If you’d like to also update your system’s PC, we have a cost-effective 

option to replace it with a brand-new OEM PC assembly. After 

about four years of use, there is an increased probability of PC 

failure. To proactivly reduce the risk of downtime, replacing the 

PC with newer hardware provides future-proofing for feature up-

dates—and significantly extends the life of your Guardian OLP.

Guardian OLP Offline Proofing & Inspection

Continues on next page

For full details on the updated Guardian OLP Offline Proofing & Inspection, 

download the brochure >

Compare any combination of files or scanned images: file-to-file, file-to-scan, 
or scan-to-scan.

Guardian OLP verifies that the files used for production—or the beginning-of- 
run press samples—match the customer-approved master file 100%.

https://www.baldwinvisionsystems.com/s/Guardian_OLP_Offline_Proofing_and_Inspection_201903_ENGLISH.pdf
https://www.baldwinvisionsystems.com/s/Guardian_OLP_Offline_Proofing_and_Inspection_201903_ENGLISH.pdf
https://www.baldwinvisionsystems.com/s/Guardian_OLP_Offline_Proofing_and_Inspection_201903_ENGLISH.pdf
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Contact

Email: visionsolutions@baldwintech.com  

www.baldwinvisionsystems.com
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Guardian OLP Offline Proofing & Inspection

Warranty
The new hard drive, and optional PC assembly hardware, are  warrantied for 12 months from functional acceptance of update, or 18 months 

from shipment—whichever comes first. Functional acceptance is deemed when the system is fully commissioned per Baldwin Vision Systems 

specifications. The Warranty includes repair and/or replacement for the updated hard drive/PC assembly.

The purchaser is responsible for return of defective components to Baldwin Vision Systems. The Warranty also includes unlimited technical 

support during standard business hours. The Warranty does not cover equipment damaged due to misuse or mishandling, specified in the 

standard operating procedure provided in the equipment manual.

NOTE: This warranty applies only to the new hard drive and optional PC assembly hardware supplied as part of the update package. Original 

system parts already installed are not covered by the updated warranty.

Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

https://twitter.com/baldwin_corp
https://www.linkedin.com/company/baldwin-technology-company-inc-/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6GKMAvOw9mfVnqyBGzTEjg

